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Abstract
A significant reduction of β∗ will be determinant to push the LHC luminosity by a factor 2 to 10. Beyond
the obvious implications this has on the need of designing brand new low-β quadrupole magnets with
increased aperture and possibly higher peak field depending on the choice of the technology, this report
investigates the various modifications to bring to the matching section magnets Q4 and Q5 and the sepa-
ration/recombination dipoles D1 and D2. The aim on this report is essentially to activate an R&D effort
on the development of moderate gradient (<∼ 120 T/m) two-in-one quadrupoles with increased aperture
(90 mm diameter) and negligible cross-talk between apertures, but also, based on the ultimate aperture
requirements obtained for the D1/D2 (a gap height of about 120-130 mm for a normal conducting D1
and an inner coil diameter of almost 100 mm for a two-in-one cold D2, assuming a β ∗ of 15 cm), to help







1 Introduction and Motivations
Reducing the β functions at the interaction points of the LHC experimental insertions is a
key ingredient to push the performance of the machine by a factor 2 to 10. While the impact in
terms of aperture and peak eld requirements of the inner triplet quadrupoles has been already
widely investigated, for several possible triplet layouts and technologies (see e.g. [1, 2]) and
various β∗ ranging from 25 cm down to 14 cm [3], the possible implications on the matching
section quadrupoles, essentially Q4 and Q5, and on the separation/recombination dipoles D1
and D2, have not yet been studied in details. Following the recent proposal of a staged LHC IR
upgrade
 which is compatible with a target β∗ of about 25 cm for phase 1, leaving unchanged the
detector area and thus l∗ and using LHC dipole-type NbTi super-conducting cables to
build up new triplet quadrupoles with larger aperture while reducing to its bare minimum
the possible modications to be brought to the long straight section (LSS) magnets,
 and, for phase 2, which would allow to reach a β∗ as small as β∗ = 15 cm 1), very likely
thank to the use Nb3Sn triplet quadrupoles,
it appears rather urgent to dene the main implications that this strategy might have on the
matching section magnets, essentially in terms of aperture as it will be demonstrated in the
following.
Our starting point (see section 2) will be the nominal layout of the LHC experimental insertions
IR1 and IR5 (LHC Version V6.5) where optics solutions will be exhibited for various β∗ ranging
from 25 cm down to 15 cm while respecting the nominal gradient limits of the MQX, MQY and
MQM type magnets. In the same section, we will also recall the key parameters dening the
aperture and the cross-section of the above magnets, including D1 and D2, in terms of beam
screen or beam pipe dimension, cold bore dimension, inner coil diameters, but also beam screen
orientation mainly for Q4, Q5 and D2.
This detailed analysis will help us in minimizing the possible requests of magnet replacements
for phase 1 (see section 3.1). Indeed, within the obvious exceptions of the triplet and the D1
magnets, we will show that the present LSS layout, in particular the D2/Q4/Q5 magnets and
their power supplies, is fully compatible with a β∗ of 25 cm and a relaxed setting of the primary
collimator jaws (n1 = 9) to overcome any potential impedance problems [3]. Indeed, provided
a new orientation of the beam screens in D2, Q4 and Q5 and, possibly, a new design of the D2
cooling system, which would allow to reduce the large clearance between its coils and its cold
bore 2) and therefore to maximize its aperture, the proposed solution could be implemented.
Then, for phase 2 (see Section 3.2), we will show that the above minor modications will be
just compatible with β∗ = 20 cm and a cold aperture of n1 =7 in the LSS, which implicitly
supposes that the possible impedance problems related to the LHC primary collimators will
have been solved in the meantime, either by a ne tuning of the machine chromaticity, by using
the transverse damper at top energy or by completely revisiting the present design of the LHC
cleaning insertions IR3 and IR7 (see sub-section 3.2.1). Should not it be the case, and assuming
a constant clearance between beam screen inner dimension and inner coil diameter, we will then
try to redene the D1/D2 and Q4/Q5 cross-section parameters in order to remain compatible
with n1 = 9.
Finally the same parameter list will be given in the ultimate case of β∗ = 15 cm with n1 = 7
and then n1 = 9 (see sub-section 3.2.2) for which we will show, by order of complexity,
1) β∗ = 15 cm roughly corresponds to the chromatic correctability limit of the arc sextupoles for two IRs and a
β∗ aspect ratio of 1 at the IP’s (round beams).
2) 7 mm in diameter compared to 3 to 4 mm in other LSS magnets.
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 that the MQML type magnets Q5, 4.8 m long, will have to be replaced by a MQYL
type magnets with a nominal gradient of about 140 T/m.
 the gap height of the D1, if remaining warm, will need to be of the order of 120-130 mm,
depending on the beam crossing plane, which makes this option denitely unfeasible.
 the inner coil diameter of the D2, if remaining cold, and the distance between its two
apertures, will need to be of of the order of 97/188 mm and 94/194 mm in the case of a
vertical and horizontal crossing, respectively, which, on the other hand pushes toward a
warm D2 similar to the D3/D4 magnets in IR3 and IR7.
 nally, sticking to the present layout of LSS1 and LSS5, in particular the 194 mm nominal
aperture separation downstream of D2, the MQY type magnet Q4 will have be upgraded
to a moderate gradient two-in-one quadrupole (120 T/m for a magnetic length of 3.4 m)
with an aperture separation of 194 mm, an inner coil diameter of about 90 mm while
warranting a negligible cross-talk between apertures to preserve the eld quality of those
new magnets, in particular b6 and b10 at top energy.
2 General considerations and working assumptions
2.1 Layout and optics
Considering the latest layout (V6.501) of the LHC experimental insertions IR1 and IR5,
and sticking to the nominal eld limitations imposed for the dispersion suppressor and matching
section quadrupole magnets (see Tab. 1), optics solutions can be found for values of β∗ as small
as 15 cm. Below this value, the chromatic correction by the arc sextupoles cannot be granted
and, in any case, strong eld limitations occur in the tuning quadrupoles MQT13, MQT12 and
MQTL11, and in Q7.
Assuming a beam-beam separation of 10σ, the main characteristics of the optics solutions cor-
responding to β∗ = 25, 20 and 15 cm are reported in Tab. 2 (see also Fig. 1) in terms of crossing
angle, peak closed orbit and peak beta function reached in Q2 but also in terms of gradients
required in the Q4/Q5 matching quadrupole magnets and in the inner triplet quadrupoles MQX.
For the sake of comparison, the same parameters are also given at 7 TeV for the nominal injec-
tion and collision optics of the LHC (β∗ = 11 m and 55 cm, respectively, in IR1 and IR5).
In view of Fig. 1, some specic features are already worth mentioning.
Magnets Type Mag. length [m] Nom. gradient [T/m]
Trim Q13/Q12 MQT 0.32 120
Trim Q11 MQTL 1.30 125
Q10 MQML (1.9K) 4.80 200
Q9 MQM+MQMC (1.9K) 3.40 + 2.40 200
Q8 MQML (1.9K) 4.80 200
Q7 MQM+MQM (1.9K) 3.40 + 3.40 200
Q6 MQML (4.5K) 4.80 160
Q5 MQML (4.5K) 4.80 160
Q4 MQY 3.40 160
Q3/Q2/Q1 MQXA/MQXB/MQXA 6.37 + 2× 5.50 + 6.37 205
Table 1: Magnet type, magnetic length and nominal gradient of the stand-alone quadrupoles in
IR1 and IR5.
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Figure 1: Optical functions (g.’s (a), (c) and (e)) and crossing scheme (g.’s (b), (d) and (f)) in
IR5 (horizontal crossing) for β∗ = 25, 20 and 15 cm, respectively.
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Parameter β∗ = 11 m β∗ = 55 cm β∗ = 25 cm β∗ = 20 cm β∗ = 15 cm
Half X-angle [µrad] 50.0 142.5 225.0 251.0 290.0
Parallel sep. [mm] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
xˆ or yˆ [mm] 2.2 6.1 10.9 12.1 14.1
βˆ [m] 250 4400 9680 12090 16120
Q5 gradient [T/m]∗) 137.41 70.86 46.67 43.59 29.03
Q4 gradient [T/m]∗) 116.91 95.77 77.04 75.48 73.62
MQX gradient [T/m] 200.13 203.58 203.32 203.27 203.16
D1 mag. eld [T] 1.283 1.283 1.283 1.283 1.283
D2 mag. eld [T] 2.769 2.769 2.769 2.769 2.769
∗): Maximum obtained between Beam1 and Beam2.
Table 2: Optical parameters obtained for various β∗, including the corresponding quadrupole
gradients obtained in Q5/Q4 and in the MQX’s of IR1 and IR5, and the operational eld of the
D1/D2 dipole magnets.
2.1.1 Peak β-function in the inner triplet and its propagation all along the IR
The rst point concerns the asymmetry that can be observed in the peak β-functions,
βˆx and βˆy, which are reached in the horizontal and vertical planes on a given side of the IP
(maximum in one plane in Q2 and in Q3 for the other plane). This asymmetry could in principle
be canceled by a better tuning of the relative distance between the three quadrupoles Q1, Q2 and
Q3 forming the inner triplet. Starting from the LHC Version 6.0, this asymmetry was actually
generated in two steps. First of all, after the Version 6.2 of the LHC, the Q2 magnet was moved
away from the IP in order to improve the resolution of a bidirectional BPM which was initially
foreseen at a location which corresponded exactly to a parasitic beam-beam collision. Then,
this asymmetry was further amplied in the LHC Version 6.5 due to a repositioning of the Q3
magnet (30 cm displacement toward the IP) in order to accommodate the (a3, a4, b4) triplet
corrector package on the non-IP side of Q3 and restore its full functionality3). The induced loss
of aperture is estimated roughly to 10% in βmax compared to a fully optimized triplet layout (i.e.
before the LHC Version 6.2), that is 5% in beam size or ∆n1 ∼ 0.05×n(spec)1 ∼ 0.4 in normalised
aperture. Therefore, provided a ne tuning of l∗, together with some specic attention paid to
the mechanical length of the cold masses that will form the new triplet, the experience gained
with the nominal design of the machine will certainly help us to recover this loss of aperture.
On the other hand, this potential aperture margin might be fully eaten up in practice if the new
triplet quadrupole magnets would have to be longer or much longer than the present ones4)
due to obvious gradient limitations for larger aperture magnets. This would indeed induce an
increase of βmax which would certainly propagate at least up to Q5.
3) Before the LHC version 6.4, this corrector package was located in a region of β-crossing, in between Q2 and
Q3, which made its utilization almost impossible for the correction of more than one driving terms per beam
and per multipole[4].
4) e.g. 20% (resp. about 70%) longer for the Nb3Sn triplet (resp. the so-called “small βmax low gradient final
focus system” based on NbTi technology [2]) recently proposed for the LHC insertion upgrade phase 2 (resp.
phase 1) with β∗ = 14 cm [3] (resp. β∗ = 25 cm [2]) and giving a peak function that is 10% (resp. 25%)
higher than what it would be assuming the non-optimized LHC V6.5 triplet layout and of course no gradient
limitation.
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To summarise, the LSS magnet aperture requirements that will be derived in the following
sections will have to be treated with a very special care, since strongly dependent on the
detailed layout which will be nally chosen for the triplet magnets (more or less long with
more or less low gradient). Said differently, these specications will have to be understood
as a bare minimum for the inner coil dimension of the LSS magnets which will require
minor or major modications (e.g. rotation of beam screen or strict replacement), that is
Q5, Q4, D2, D1 and the MQX’s.
2.1.2 Compromising the aperture optimization between injection and collision
As shown in Tab. 2, the strength of the Q5 magnet is decreasing with β∗. As a result, for a
given beam, say Beam1, the vertical β function is signicantly higher than the horizontal one on
the right side of the IP as of D2-Q4 up to Q6, and conversely on the left-side (see Fig. 1). This
is a general feature for all the triplet layouts proposed up to now in the framework of the LHC
IR upgrade studies, where a β-crossing point is located in between D1 and D2, and the next
one downstream of Q5. While a dedicated orientation of the beam screens in Q4 and Q6 can
optimize the machine aperture both at injection and in collision, this is obviously not the case
for the Q5 quadrupole. Indeed, for the nominal LHC the orientation of the Q5 beam screen has
been xed by the injection optics. For instance, the magnet Q5.R1 is focusing/defocusing for
Beam1/2 and has therefore its beam screens oriented horizontally/vertically in the correspond-
ing apertures: orientation VH by using the terminology introduced in Ref. [6]. On the other
hand, an aperture optimization for the collision optics (which is not needed for the nominal β∗
of 55 cm) would require an orientation of type HV for the magnet Q5.R1.
The strategy for Q5 will then be the following. If needed, the orientation of its beam screen
will follow the constraints imposed by the collision optics. Then an aperture check at injection
will be done a posteriori with, if applicable, a redenition or, more precisely, a reduction of the
injection β∗ which will be allowed by the increased the triplet aperture.
2.2 Nominal aperture of LSS magnets
Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of Beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]
MQX 70 66.5/62.9 × Rectellipse Diameter :57.8Gap height:48.0
H in IR1
V in IR5
D1 63 × × Ellipse Major axis:128Small axis : 53 V
D2 80 73.0/69.0 188 Rectellipse Diameter :62.6Gap height:52.8
VV for D2.L1/5
VV for D2.R1/5
Q4 70 66.5/62.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :57.8Gap height:48.0
VV for Q4.L1/5
VV for Q4.R1/5
Q5 56 53.0/50.0 194 Rectellipse Diameter :45.0Gap height:35.3
HV for Q5.L1/5
VH for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 3: Key parameters dening the cross-section and mechanical aperture of the MQX, D1,
D2, Q4 and Q5 magnets of IR1 and IR5 for the layout version V6.500 of the LHC.
Tab. 3 presents the key parameters dening the aperture of the Q5, Q4, D2, D1 and
MQX’s magnets in IR1 and IR5 [5, 6]. The conventions used to dene the beam screen ori-
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entation are those introduced in Ref. [6]. These parameters are compatible with a normalised
aperture of n1 = 7 both at injection (with β∗ = 11 m) and in collision (with β∗ = 55 cm). With
the exception of the inner triplet quadrupoles, orientation H in IR1 (i.e. smallest dimension in
the horizontal plane) and V in IR5, imposed by the so-called alternated crossing scheme, the
two low-β insertions of the LHC are rather similar. Therefore, except when strictly needed, we
will not do any difference between these two IR’s.
By decreasing β∗, we will then do the following assumptions and proceed as follows to fulll
the collimation requirements, i.e. n1 = 7 or n1 = 9 (see section 2.3).
2.2.1 Beam screen orientation in the MQX’s
The beam crossing planes in IR1 and IR5 will be kept vertical and horizontal, respectively.
In other words, we will stick to the nominal orientation of the beam screens in the inner triplet
quadrupoles as dened in Tab. 3.
2.2.2 Beam screen orientation in D2, Q4 and Q5
The situation will be different for D2, Q4 and Q5 for which, if needed, the beam screen
orientation will have to be redened to counterbalance the loss of mechanical acceptance in
collision at smaller β∗. As already mentioned above, this operation will concern both apertures
of Q5 and will have an impact on the choice of the injection optics. On the other hand, as already
stated, the optimal orientation of the beam screens in D2 and Q4 is the same for the injection
and the collision optics. However, for cost reasons (to minimise the number of interconnection
types) and since it was not strictly needed for the nominal LHC, this optimization was not
performed in the present D2 and Q4 magnets (beam screen orientation VV as in the arc
magnets, see Tab. 3). Therefore, when applicable, the beam screen orientation in D2 and Q4
will have to be redened, at most for one of their two apertures, but this time without any
impact on the choice of the injection optics.
2.2.3 Beam screen aspect ratio and clearance w.r.t. the inner coil dimension
By reducing β∗, the optimization work mentioned above will turn out to be not sufcient
at some point to preserve the IR mechanical aperture. In this case, the beam screen dimensions
will have obviously to be respecied together with the inner coil diameter of the magnet(s)
causing problem. In order to do this exercise, we will assume that the space presently needed
to accommodate the beam screen capillaries and sliding rings will not vary with the absolute
dimension of the beam screen itself. In other words, for each type of magnet, the difference
between the inner radius and the gap half-height of the corresponding beam screens will be
assumed to be constant, that is 4.9 mm in the MQX’s, Q4 (MQY) and D2, and 4.85 mm in the
Q5 (MQM) magnets (see Tab. 3). Concerning D1 (warm), we will vary by preference the small
axis of the ellipse dening the vertical acceptance of its vacuum pipe except in the ultimate case,
β∗ = 15 cm and n1 = 9, where an aperture increase in the horizontal plane will also be needed
(see section 3.2.2). As soon as we will have redened the beam screen or beam-pipe related
parameters of a given magnet, the inner diameter of its coils (or the gap height in the case of
D1) will be determined based on the numbers given Tab. 3 and assuming that the clearance
between the inner dimensions of the coils and that of the beam screen can be kept constant: that
is, in diameter, 12.2 mm for the MQX’s and Q4, 11 mm for Q5 and 10 mm for D1 concerning
the difference between its gap and the small axis of its elliptical chamber.
2.2.4 Case of D2
The only case where we will do an exception to this rule concerns D2, for which the
nominal clearance between coil and beam screen is signicantly higher compared to the other
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Magnet r [mm] h [mm] v [mm]
Q1 1.30 1.00 1.00
Q2 in IR1 0.90 0.60 0.00
Q2 in IR5 0.90 0.00 0.60
Q3 in IR1 1.10 0.80 0.00
Q3 in IR5 1.10 0.00 0.80
D1 (for the best chambers) 0.84 1.40 0.30
Q4/Q5/D2 0.84 1.36 1.00
Table 4: Mechanical tolerances (bi-race-track type, see Fig. 2) for the IR quadrupoles Q1 to
Q5 and the separation/recombination dipoles D1/D2, including survey error and ground mo-
tion effects after one year ((∆r, ∆h, ∆v) = (0.60, 0.00, 0.00) for the triplet quadrupoles and
(0.84, 0.36, 0.00) otherwise, see [7] for more details).
magnets (17.4 mm in diameter according to Tab. 3). This difference is explained by a slightly
thicker cold bore, and mainly by a different design of the D2 cooling system requiring a larger
inter-distance between its coils and its cold bore (7 mm in diameter compared to 3-3.5 mm for
the other magnets, see Tab. 3). Therefore after having re-optimized the orientation of the D2
beam screens and before any change request of the magnet itself, we will rst assume that the
inter-distance between the coils and beam screen of the D2 magnet can be reduced at least by 2
mm (in diameter), either by a full re-ducialisation of the magnet with beam screen (knowing
that the tolerance used for the play of the beam screen inside its cold bore is estimated to about
1 mm in radius for D2) or, if its turns out not to be sufcient, by a complete redesign of its
cooling system in order to increase the inner dimension of its cold bore.
Finally, in some extreme cases (β∗ = 20 cm and n1 = 9, or β∗ = 15 cm), we will show that,
like other magnets, the D2 will have to be replaced. However, playing with the inter-distance
between its aperture (188 mm nominal, see Tab. 3) and accepting to have two different designs
depending on the crossing plane, we will be able to reduce by a few mm the demand on the







Figure 2: Mechanical bi-race-track type tolerances describing the maximum allowed excursion
of the magnet mechanical center with respect to the machine axis.
From the experience of the magnet evaluation, the mechanical tolerances that will be
used for aperture calculations have been extracted from Ref. [7] for the triplet quadrupoles and
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the D1. Concerning the Q4, Q5 and D2 magnets, a generic tolerance has been considered (a
square tolerance of 1 mm at the ducialisation), which is quite reasonable for D2 and sensibly
above the average for Q4 and Q5 compared to what has been observed during the one by one
qualication process of the insertion quadrupole magnets (see Tab. 4 and g. 2).
2.3 Aperture calculation and requirements from collimation
All this being said, for a given value of β∗, a 2D aperture calculation will be performed
all along the IR and the results expressed in terms of n1, that is the maximum allowed opening
of the primary collimator jaws (in sigma) such that the produced secondary halo is at most
tangential to the machine cold aperture. For that purpose, the usual tolerances on linear optics
imperfections will be used, that is a maximum peak closed orbit of 3 mm, a β-beating of 21%
and a normalised parasitic dispersion of 27% coming from the arc which, combined with that
induced by the crossing scheme in IR1 and IR5, is taken into account assuming a momentum
offset δp of 0.85× 10−3 (see Ref. [5] for more details).
The nominal mechanical aperture of the LHC magnets has been dened to stick to a design value
of n1 = 7, with, however, some potential impedance-related problems at 7 TeV which were
discovered a posteriori with the present design of the LHC primary jaws (graphite material).
This problem might indeed drastically limit the maximum allowed beam intensity stored at top
energy. In order to get partially rid of this potential limitation and assuming that graphite will
be kept for the LHC collimation phase 2, a new target of n1 = 9 is now more or less agreed
among the various experts [3]. Therefore, for each of the values of β∗ that will be considered in
the following, and both for an aperture target of n1 = 7 and n1 = 9, a summary table similar
to Tab. 3 will be produced, describing the new aperture characteristics of the magnets to be
rebuilt or modied. In these tables, any character written in bold will indicate a change with
respect to Tab. 3. For Q6 and beyond, no modication will be requested, even in the ultimate
case β∗ = 15 cm and n1 = 9.
3 Reducing β∗ and upgrading the aperture of the IR magnets
3.1 An IR upgrade phase 1 with β∗ = 25 cm
As shown in Tab.’s 5 and 6 (cases n1 = 7 and n1 = 9, respectively), both the triplet and
the D1 magnets have to be changed for β∗ = 25 cm. On the other hand, only slight modications
have to be performed on the D2 (increase of the cold bore and beam screen inner diameters and
reorientation of the beam screens only in the case n1 = 9, see paragraph 2.2.4 for more details)
and on the matching quadrupoles Q4 and Q5 (reorientation of the beam screen already needed
in the case n1 = 7, see paragraph 2.2.2 for more details). Downstream of the Q6 quadrupole,
no specic modication is required.
As already stated, while the new proposed beam screen orientation leads as well to an opti-
mization of the D2 and Q4 acceptance at injection, this is not the case for Q5. Therefore, in
order to eliminate any potential aperture bottleneck at Q5 at 450 GeV, the β∗ at injection will
be constrained to be less than 9-10 m (compared to 17 m for LHC V6.5 [8], recently further
reduced to 11 m [9]), which remains fully consistent with the aperture increase required for the
D1 and MQX type magnets.
More quantitatively, the MQX inner diameter has to be increased from 70 mm (see Tab. 3) to
about 100 mm and 115 mm to be compatible with a normalised beam clearance of n1 = 7 and
n1 = 9 respectively. With our present working assumptions (nominal triplet length and nomi-
nal gradient of about 205 T/m), this is well beyond the capabilities of the NbTi technology but
fully compatible with magnets equipped with Nb3Sn cables (see Appendix 1). Depending on
the choice of the crossing plane, the gap of the warm D1 has be increased from 63 mm (see
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Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of Beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]




(V-cros.) 89 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 79 V
D1 in IR5
(H-cros.) 76 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 66 V
D2 80 73.0/69.0 188 Rectellipse Diameter :62.6Gap height:52.8
VV for D2.L1/5
VV for D2.R1/5
Q4 70 66.5/62.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :57.8Gap height:48.0
VH for Q4.L1/5
HV for Q4.R1/5
Q5 56 53.0/50.0 194 Rectellipse Diameter :45.0Gap height:35.3
VH for Q5.L1/5
HV for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 5: Updating the aperture requirements of the IR magnets to be compatible with n1 = 7
for β∗ = 25 cm using the Nb3Sn technology for the MQX magnets. Bold characters indicate a
change w.r.t. the nominal parameters given in Tab. 3.
Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]




(V-cros.) 101 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 91 V
D1 in IR5
(H-cros.) 89 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 79 V
D2 80 75.0/71.0 188 Rectellipse Diameter :64.6Gap height:54.8
VH for D2.L1/5
HV for D2.R1/5
Q4 70 66.5/62.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :57.8Gap height:48.0
VH for Q4.L1/5
HV for Q4.R1/5
Q5 56 53.0/50.0 194 Rectellipse Diameter :45.0Gap height:35.3
VH for Q5.L1/5
HV for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 6: Updating the aperture requirements of the IR magnets to be compatible with n1 = 9
for β∗ = 25 cm using the Nb3Sn technology for the MQX magnets. With NbTi cables, the inner
triplet layout would have to be changed (longer quadrupoles) and these aperture specications
will only be compatible with n1 ∼ 8. Bold characters indicate a change w.r.t. the nominal
parameters given in Tab. 3. With a few mm’s aperture margin, this parameter set also warrants
n1 = 7 for β∗ = 20 cm and Nb3Sn inner triplet quadrupoles (see section 3.2.1).
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Tab. 3) to 76 mm and 89 mm in the case of an horizontal and vertical beam crossing, respec-
tively, assuming an aperture requirement of n1 = 7. Indeed, without this change, the normalised
aperture of the warm D1 would be around n1 = 5 in IR5 (H-crossing) and n1 = 2.5 in IR1 (V-
crossing), corresponding to a real aperture of n2 ∼ 1.4 n1 less than 7 in both cases. Therefore,
the present D1 magnet would intercept a substantial fraction of the primary halo (assuming the
primary collimator jaws are set to n1 = 7 or larger), which would not be acceptable even for a
normal conducting magnet. Then, pushing further the demand on aperture up to n1 = 9 in case
of an intensity limitation induced by the impedance of the primary collimator jaws (see sec-
tion 2.3), the gap of the D1 shall be increased up to about 100 mm for a vertical beam crossing
(see Tab. 6), which makes the option of a warm D1 essentially unfeasible.
Finally, as already stated (see disclaimer in paragraph 2.1.1), these aperture specications might
have to be revised in case the NbTi technology is kept to upgrade the inner triplet quadrupoles
of the LHC (longer quadrupoles increasing the value of the β-functions up to Q6). However,
simply speaking, a quick estimate can show that the aperture requirements reported in Tab. 6
(n1 = 9, assuming Nb3Sn low-β quadrupoles) remains compatible with n1 ∼ 8 and an as short
as possible NbTi inner triplet (see also next paragraph). However, requesting in this case n1 = 9
all along the IR would require for sure a change of the D2, Q4 and Q5 magnets, in addition to
the D1, or a re-increase of β∗ up to about 30-35 cm (instead of the 25 cm initially targeted) if
the Q5/Q4 and D2 magnets cannot be changed for cost reasons.
3.2 An ambitious phase 2 with β∗ < 25 cm
We assume in the following that the inner triplet is equipped with Nb3Sn cables.
3.2.1 β∗ = 20 cm
The aperture requirements reported in Tab. 6 and relative to the case β∗ = 25 cm and
n1 = 9 are found to be fully compatible, with some margin, with a normalised aperture of
n1 = 7 and a β∗ set to 20 cm. This optics corresponds to values of the β-functions increased by
25% at least up to Q6 w.r.t. to the previous case. Said differently, this optics is rather similar to
the case β∗ = 25 cm, but using the so-called small βmax focus system with NbTi technology
(see footnote in paragraph 2.1.1). This justies in particular the statement made in the previous
paragraph concerning the compatibility of Tab. 6 with β∗ = 25 cm, a normalised aperture
specied to n1 = 7, and the choice of the NbTi technology for the inner triplet quadrupole
magnets.
This being said, for β∗ = 20 cm, all the magnets up to Q5 included have to be changed to be
compatible with an aperture requirement of n1 = 9 uniformly along the IR (see Tab. 7). The
inner coil diameter of the MQX’s has to be pushed up to about 125 mm in this case, which is
at the limit of the Nb3Sn technology in our present layout, that is assuming the nominal (LHC
V6.5) triplet length and gradient of about 205 T/m (see Appendix 1). Depending on the crossing
plane, the gap of the warm D1 would have to be increased to about 100 or 115 mm, which again
pushes to invest for a large aperture cold D1 already for phase 1.
Then, an aperture increase of 10% (from 80 to 88 mm) would be required for an universal D2
which would be compatible with n1 = 9 both for an horizontal and a vertical beam crossing.
Finally a substantial aperture increase, of 5 mm and 8 mm in diameter w.r.t. nominal, would be
needed for the two-in-one quadrupole magnets Q5 and Q4 respectively. However, in view of the
rather low operational eld (see Tab. 2) requested for the two-in-one magnets D2 (about 2.8 T),
Q5 (about 140 T/m for β∗ = 11 m, then decreasing for lower β∗) and Q4 (about 120 T/m for
β∗ = 11 m, then decreasing for lower β∗), a rst analysis seems to indicate that there are not at
this stage any specic limitations, mainly in terms of possible cross-talk between aperture [10].
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Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]




(V-cros.) 113 × × Ellipse
Major axis: 128
Small axis :103 V
D1 in IR5
(H-cros.) 101 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 91 V
D2 in IR1

















Q4 78 74.5/70.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :65.8Gap height:56.0
VH for Q4.L1/5
HV for Q4.R1/5
Q5 61 58.0/55.0 194 Rectellipse Diameter :50.0Gap height:40.3
VH for Q5.L1/5
HV for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 7: Updating the aperture requirements of the IR magnets to be compatible with n1 = 9
for β∗ = 20 cm (using the Nb3Sn technology for the MQX magnets). Bold characters indicate
a change w.r.t. the nominal parameters given in Tab. 3. This parameter set does not warrant
n1 = 7 for β∗ = 15 cm (see section 3.2.2).
3.2.2 β∗ = 15 cm
Case n1 = 7. Contrary to the transition β∗ = 25 → 20 cm, the aperture requirements cor-
responding to the case n1 = 9 and β∗ = 20 cm (see Tab. 7) have to be further increased by a
few mm to be compatible with n1 = 7 and an ultimate β∗ of 15 cm (see Tab. 8). The inner coil
diameter of the triplet needs to be adjusted to 130 mm which, for a gradient of 203 T/m (see
Tab. 2), corresponds to 87% of the critical peak eld which will be reached in the Nb3Sn cables
(see Appendix 1). In other words, the triplet quadrupoles would certainly have to be made 10%
longer in this case in order to reduce accordingly their operational gradient (G decreasing faster
than 1/lq, see Eq. (2) in Ref. [1]). As a result, the peak β-function would increase by approxi-
mately the same amount of 10% (see Eq. (4) in Ref. [1])), which could however be completely
recovered by a ne adjustment of l∗ and of the inter-distance between Q1/Q2 and Q3 (see the
discussion in paragraph 2.1.1). To summarise, assuming slight modications in the layout of
the inner triplet quadrupoles, the aperture requirements summarized in Tab. 8 are certainly fully
compatible with β∗ = 15 cm, n1 = 7 and the choice of the Nb3Sn technology for the inner
triplet quadrupoles.
Then, the 81 mm and 62 mm inner coil diameter requested in this case for the two-in-one
quadrupoles Q4 and Q5 respectively (that is less than a nominal MQY type magnet for Q5 and
an aperture increase by 15% for the Q4 quadrupole) should not be a show stopper (see previous
paragraph 3.2.1). On the other hand, the 91 mm aperture requested for an universal D2, that is
compatible with both an horizontal and vertical beam crossing at the IP, starts to be at the limit
of what is achievable by a two-in-one dipole possessing an aperture separation of only 188 mm.
Therefore, contrary to D1 for which the cold option seems more appropriate already for phase 1,
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a warm D2 magnet (e.g. similar to the D3/D4 magnets in IR3 and IR7) will certainly be needed
at this stage. On the other hand, if an HH crossing scheme turns out to be acceptable for beam-
beam in the nominal LHC, a cold D2 magnet with an aperture separation of 194 mm and a inner
coil diameter only increased to 85 mm will be fully suitable to warrant n1 = 7 for β∗ = 15 cm.
Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]




(V-cros.) 117 × × Ellipse
Major axis: 128
Small axis :107 V
D1 in IR5
(H-cros.) 105 × × Ellipse
Major axis:128
Small axis : 95 V
D2 in IR1

















Q4 81 77.5/73.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :68.8Gap height:59.0
VH for Q4.L1/5
HV for Q4.R1/5
Q5 62 59.0/56.0 194 Rectellipse Diameter :51.0Gap height:41.3
VH for Q5.L1/5
HV for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 8: Updating the aperture requirements of the IR magnets to be compatible with n1 = 7
for β∗ = 15 cm (using the Nb3Sn technology for the MQX magnets). Bold characters indicate
a change w.r.t. the nominal parameters given in Tab. 3.
Case n1 = 9. The aperture requirements corresponding to the ultimate case β∗ = 15 cm and
n1 = 9 are reported in Tab. 9. For a quadrupole gradient of 203 T/m, the inner coil diameter
obtained for the triplet magnets (145 mm) corresponds to a peak eld very close to the Nb3Sn
cable critical eld (see Appendix 1). In practice, this means that the triplet quadrupole would
need to be made 20% longer, inducing accordingly an increase of the β-functions up to Q6,
out of which only 10% could be recovered by a ne optimization of l∗ and of the inter-distance
between the Q1, Q2 and Q3 quadrupoles (see the discussion of paragraph 2.1.1). This would
lead to an actual loss of aperture corresponding to ∆n1/n1 = 1/2×∆β/β ∼ 0.05, which, in
other words, means that the number reported in Tab. 9 are in fact compatible with n1 ∼ 8.5.
This being said, there are a priori no specic issues concerning Q5 that has to be replaced by
a long MQY type magnet. On the other hand, the feasibility of Q4 (two-in-one quadrupole of
120 T/m, with an aperture sep. of 194 mm and an inner coil diameter of 91 mm) will have to
be studied in detail. Then D2 will have a priori to be made warm, a la D3/D4, with a gap of the
order of 100 mm to be compatible both with an horizontal and vertical beam crossing at the IP.
Finally, the cold option will have denitely to be chosen for the D1 magnet, with an inner coil
diameter of about 150 mm 5), to be compatible both with an H and V beam-crossing at the IP.
5) i.e. the 140 mm major axis of the elliptical chamber defining the horizontal inner dimension of the D1, as
reported in Tab. 9, plus clearance of about 10 mm.
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Inner coil Cold bore Aperture Aperture Inner dimension of beam screen
Mag. diameter1) diameter separation type the beam screen2,3) orientation
[mm] OD/ID [mm] [mm] [mm]




(V-cros.) 132 × × Ellipse
Major axis:140
Small axis :122 V
D1 in IR5
(H-cros.) 119 × × Ellipse
Major axis:140
Small axis :109 V
D2 in IR1























70 66.5/62.9 194 Rectellipse Diameter :57.8Gap height:48.0
VH for Q5.L1/5
HV for Q5.R1/5
1)Gap height for the warm D1, 2)Beam pipe for D1, 3)Including alignment and thickness tolerances.
Table 9: Updating the aperture requirements of the IR magnets to be compatible with n1 = 9
(assuming no limitation for the MQX peak eld) for β∗ = 15 cm (in practice n1 = 8.5 using the
Nb3Sn technology for the MQX magnets). Bold characters indicate a change w.r.t. the nominal
parameters given in Tab. 3.
4 Summary and conclusions
In view of the upgrade of the LHC experimental insertions ATLAS and CMS, this report
contains a rst inventory of the different aperture requirements concerning the Long Straight
Section magnets. The proposed modications only concern the inner triplet quadrupole mag-
nets MQX, the separation/recombination dipoles D1/D2 and the matching section quadrupoles
Q4/Q5. For Q6 and beyond, no modication is in principle required, even for an ultimate β∗ of
15 cm (corresponding to the correctability limit of chromaticity by the arc sextupoles), while
remaining compatible with an opening of the primary collimator jaws up to n1 = 8.5− 9 in the
betatron cleaning insertion IR7.
Provided a reorientation of the beam screens in Q4/Q5 and D2 and a replacement of D1 and
of the MQX quadrupoles by wider aperture magnets, the beam acceptance of the LSS should
be compatible with n1 = 8 → 9, depending on the detailed layout and on the technology used
for the new triplets and assuming a spot size corresponding to β∗ = 25 →∼ 35 cm at the
interaction points of IR1 and IR5 (see Section 3.1). In particular (see Tab. 6), in case the new
inner triplet is equipped with NbTi cables, the inner diameter of its coil should be at least equal
to about 115 mm, while the gap height of a normal conducting D1 should range in between 90
and 100 mm depending on the crossing plane of the beams at the IP. This means an increase
of more than 50% w.r.t. the nominal LHC, which, for space occupancy related reasons, might
already push towards a super-conducting version of D1 for the phase 1 of the LHC IR upgrade.
Reducing further β∗ and assuming the use of Nb3Sn low-β quadrupoles, detailed aperture re-
quirements have then been derived assuming two possible settings of the primary collimator
jaws, namely n1 = 7 and n1 = 8.5− 9 (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 for the cases β∗ = 20 cm
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and β∗ = 15 cm, respectively). This preliminary study, based on the nominal layout of LSS1
and LSS5 (LHC V6.5) have shown in particular the need of developing wide aperture (90 mm)
two-in-one quadrupole magnets in order to replace the MQY type quadrupole Q4 for the second
phase of the LHC upgrade. It also demonstrated the existence of a possible bottle-neck concern-
ing the two-in-one aperture dipole magnet D2 (request for an inner coil diameter of 95-100 mm,
with an aperture separation of 188-194 mm to be compatible with n1 = 9 in the ultimate case
of β∗ = 15 cm, see Tab. 9). Indeed, contrary to D1, the only possible option might then be in
this case a normal conducting version of D2 (single bore dipole magnet with two independent
beam pipes a la D3/D4 in IR3 and IR7), if, of course, permitted by the available room in this
region of the LHC tunnel.
Finally, generally speaking, the various aperture limitations which might be encountered in the
two-in-one magnets of the LSS makes obvious the fact that the triplet has to be made as short as
possible (therefore with the maximum possible gradient compatible with the technology used
and the beam losses expected at the IP for a given target luminosity) in order to minimise
as much as possible the value of the β-functions all along the IR, that is in particular at Q4
and in D2.
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A Gradient limitations vs aperture for the inner triplet quadrupole magnets
depending on the choice of the technology
An estimate of the maximum allowed gradient in the inner triplet quadrupoles MQX
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the inner dimension of their coils, both for the NbTi and
the Nb3Sn technologies (courtesy of E. Todesco). On the same picture is also superimposed
the different MQX working points which have been obtained in Tab.’s 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, for
different value of β∗, two different aperture requirements (n1 = 7 and n1 = 9) and considering
the nominal LHC layout version V6.5. Longer MQX’s are obviously required, already for β∗ =
25 cm, if the NbTi technology is retained to build up new triplet quadrupoles. On the other hand,
this need occurs only for β∗ <∼ 20 cm if Nb3Sn cables are used to equip the low-β quadrupoles
in the insertions IR1 and IR5 of the LHC.
Figure 3: Working point of the low-β quadrupoles in terms of aperture and operational gra-
dient at 7 TeV obtained for the nominal LHC layout Version 6.5, considering different values
of β∗ and assuming different aperture requirements expressed in terms of n1 (i.e. the maxi-
mum allowed opening of the primary collimator jaws needed to protect the cold aperture of the
machine).
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